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IT vs Actuarial evolutions (1/3)
PAST: PARALLEL EVOLUTION OF IT & ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Actuarial 4thBC 2ndAD 17th Century 1895

IT 1stBC 17th Century 1896

First non-life insurance 
(Demosthene)

Antikythera mechanism La Pascaline Tabulating Company  IBM

Ulpian’s life table

Pascal/Pierre de Fermat

Birth of Probability theory

First insurance organisations

First mortality table 
(John Graunt / Edmond Halley)

« Comité permanent des congrès d’actuaires »
 International Actuarial Association
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IT vs Actuarial evolutions (2/3)
PAST: PARALLEL EVOLUTION OF IT & ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Actuarial 1920 1951 1971 1972 1973 1993

IT 1919 1952 1969-1972 1976-1981 1982

Apple I, IBM PC 8 bits 4,77Mhz

Bornhuetter-
Ferguson

MackFirst Chain Ladder 
(then Henry 1938)

Enigma (cf Alan Turing 1942)

Pascal & C (<= Algol)

Internet

Copulas (Maurice 
René Fréchet )

IBM 701 16 Khz / 18 bits

GLM (J. Nelder, 
R. Wedderburn)

Black & Scholes

1957

ICA = Electronic 
data processing
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IT vs Actuarial evolutions (3/3)
PAST: PARALLEL EVOLUTION OF IT & ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Actuarial 2006 2015 2016 2023 2020-2025

IT 1998 2001 2007 2015 / 2017 2018

Alpha Go / Alpha Chess

ICS “Monitoring”Swiss Solvency test

Deep Blue vs Kasparov

C-ROSS

Full DNA (Apollo) 
Cost 2.7MD€

IFRS 17

iPhone

Solvency II

Full DNA 
Cost 750€ What next?
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Areas where insurance companies increasingly require models…

Pricing

 Artificial Intelligence
 Predictive analytics
 Pricing

PRESENT: ACTUARIAL MODELING CHALLENGES

Enterprise risk 
management
 Business Planning
 ALM
 DFA
 Reinsurance
 Risk control / Diversification

Prudential 
regulations
 C-ROSS (China)
 ICS
 Internal models
 ORSA
 Risk-based Capital (U.S.)
 Solvency II (Europe)
 SST (Switzerland)

Accounting 
standards
 IFRS 17
 Local GAAPs
 Reserving
 U.S. GAAP
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>80%*

Microsoft Excel

 Actuaries are fluent in Excel
 Most agile solution enabling to build models very quickly
 No audit trail or team-work
 Poor reliability
 VBA code leads to black-boxes and slow runtimes
 “Errors in spreadsheets are pandemic 88% Excel models contain errors”**

What are your
2 main tools
for models?

24%*

In-house 
development

 Powerful & large community / good sourcing tools
 Actuaries are not IT coders
 Must be developed from scratch + costly and hard to maintain

>80%*

Specialized software

 Powerful and with audit trail
 Specific knowledge required
 Long and costly to develop
 Dependent to the software editor

Main modeling tools used in insurance
PRESENT: ACTUARIAL MODELING CHALLENGES

* Source: Milliman Survey 2022, Europe & India
** Source: Ray Panko, Pr IT Management
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Milliman survey 2022 on modeling solutions
26 respondent insurance companies, from Europe & India

PRESENT: ACTUARIAL MODELING CHALLENGES

Main pain points Position on Cloud

18%

30%
41%

7%
4%

 Required
 Prefer Cloud
 Indifferent
 Prefer on prem
 Opposed to Cloud

35%

31%

15%

31%

19%

42%

15%

 Agility
 Auditability
 Data viz
 Integration
 Performance
 Manual 

intervention
 Lack of skills within

the company/market

Average satisfaction grade is 3.8/5, 20% consider a change of modeling solution
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PRESENT: ACTUARIAL MODELING CHALLENGES

For the Life 
insurance 
projections, big 
players (Generali, 
Ergo, Axa) have 
recently switched 
from specialized 
software to 
in-house 
development. 
Allianz always 
used in-house 
development.

Two mid-sized 
companies are 
currently moving 
to Python.

Smaller companies 
are often unhappy 
with their current 
solution, but 
are struggling with 
resources 
to switch.

Most considered 
languages for 
a switch are 
C# and Python.

Five main issues 
have been 
expressed as a 
reason for the 
change:

 Lack of reactivity of 
the software provider / 
lack of independence 
in the modeling 

 Lack of agility for the 
coding & models 

 Lack of performance 
 Low ability to 

automate and 
integrate into internal 
processes 

 Costs

Switch from specialized software to in-house development
The German example 
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4 5
Computational 
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Moore’s Law
Until 2010

“The number 
of transistors 
in a dense 
integrated 
circuit doubles 
approximately 
every two 
years.”

– Gordon Moore 
(Intel Co-founder)

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

Mop/sec. Processor

1971 0,09 INTEL 4004

1974 0,29 INTEL 8080

1977 0,50 INTEL 8085

1979 1,00 INTEL 8088

1985 5,00 INTEL  80386

1989 20,00 INTEL  80486

1993 48,20 PENTIUM

1995 161,00 PENTIUM PRO

1997 368,00 PENTIUM II

1999 816,00 PENTIUM III

2003 1 538,00 PENTIUM M

2013 10 000,00 IVY BRIDGE

Historical Cost of Computer Memory and Storage
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Moore’s Law
2010-2019

“We will have to live 
with these issues 
for a while…
We will have 
to chose between 
security & 
performance.” 
– Greg Kroah-Hartman, 
Linux Kernel developer, Opensource 
Summit Europe, Lyon October 2019

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

As transistors get closer 
to atomic scale, it’s getting 
harder to shrink them 
further without major 
heating issues. 

To continue Moore’s law, 
the industry has developed 
palliative solutions:

 Hyperthreading (or simultaneous 
multithreading): 2 logical 
processors in one single physical

 Branch prediction, Speculative 
execution

 NUMA Architectures 
 Etc…

This led to leakage: RIDL, 
Fallout, Zombieload, MDS… 
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Moore’s Law
When did we go wrong?!

“ Moore’s Law, which predicts 
regular increases in the computing 
power of silicon chips, is dead.”
﹣ Jensen Huang (Nvidia Chief Executive), CES Jan 2019

… yet actuaries need more & more computing power!!

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES
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>3000 Mhz

Moore’s Law
When did we go wrong?!

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

Processor required for running 
Smartphones in 2022

Performance required to send 
a man to the moon in 1969

0.043Mhz

Moore’s Law

The computer to bring men 
on the moon in 1969 was 
Apollo Guidance Computer:  
72KB memory, 0.043 Mhz

A simple iPhone from 
2022 is over 1 million times 
more powerful!

AGC lines of code: 
<150 thousand, 
Facebook: >50 million, 
Google >2 billion
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Back to basics on CPU time: Actuaries beware of algorithms!
Algorithms should be as simple as possible, and avoid complexity as much as possible...

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

Time Type N=5 N=10 N=20 N=50 N=250 N=1000 N=10000 N=1000000 Example

O(1) Constant complexity 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns Access to a cell in grid

O(log(n)) Logarithmic complexity 10 ns 10 ns 10 ns 20 ns 30 ns 30 ns 40 ns 60 ns Bijection method

O(n) Linear complexity 50 ns 100 ns 200 ns 500 ns 2.5 µs 10 µs 100 µs 10 ms Browsing a list

O(n*log(n)) Linearithmic complexity 40 ns 100 ns 260 ns 850 ns 6 µs 30 µs 400 µs 60 ms Optimal sorting

O(n^2) Quadratic complexity 250 ns 1 µs 4 µs 25 µs 625 µs 10 ms 1 s 2.8 hours 2 dimensional grids 
browsing

O(n^3) Cubic complexity 1.25 µs 10 µs 80 µs 1.25 ms 156 ms 10 s 2.7 hours 316 years Naïve matrix product

O(n!) Factorial complexity 1.2 µs 36 ms 770 years 10^48 
years

... ... ... ... Commercial traveller with 
naive approach
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Reference paper: R. Pereira, M. Couto, F. Ribeiro, 
R. Rua, J. Cunha, J. Fernandes, J. Saraiva, Ranking 
Programming Languages by Energy Efficiency (2021) 
https://haslab.github.io/SAFER/scp21.pdf

Deep dive in different programming languages
Which one is the fastest? Which one uses least RAM? Which one is the most eco-friendly?

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

Coding on each language of 10 different 
algorithms from The Computer Language 
Benchmark Games (CLBG initiative): 

 n-body: Double Precision N-body simulation (with 50M input) 
 fannkuch-redux: Indexed access to tiny integer dequence (12) 
 spectral-norm: Eingenvalue using the power method (5500) 
 mandelbrot: Mandelbrot set portable bitmap file (16000) 
 pidigits: Streaming arbitrary precision arithmetic (10000) 
 regex-redux: Match DNA 8mers and substitute magic patterns 
 fasta: Generate and write random DNA sequences (25M) 
 k-nucleotide: Hashable update and k-nucleotide strings 
 reverse-complement: Read DNA sequences, write their reverse complement 
 binary-trees: Allocate, traverse and deallocate many binary trees (21)

https://haslab.github.io/SAFER/scp21.pdf
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Deep dive in different programming languages
Which one is the fastest? Which one uses least RAM? Which one is the most eco-friendly?

For measuring energy 
consumption, Intel’s Running 
Average Power Limit (RAPL) tool 
was used, already proven:
 M. Hähnel, B. Döbel, M. Völp, H. 

Härtig, Measuring energy  
consumption for short code paths 
using RAPL, SIGMETRICS 
Performance Evaluation Review 40 
(2012) 13–17. 

 E. Rotem, A. Naveh, A. 
Ananthakrishnan, E. Weissmann, 
D. Rajwan, Powermanagement
architecture of the intel 
microarchitecture code-named 
sandy bridge, IEEE Micro 32 
(2012) 20–27

RAM was measured using 
profilers (e.g. Python 
memory profiler, 
https://pypi.org/project/memory_
profiler)

Each algorithm has been 
launched 10 times and a 
cool-down of 2 minutes was 
allowed between each run.

Productivity (time required to 
code models):
 It is commonly accepted that 

coding in C++, due to the 
additional complexity, is 
approximately 2* to 3* longer than 
coding in C# (e.g. 3* in 
http://www.fairyengine.com/articles
/cppvscsharp.htm)

 We made the assumption that 
coding in C# and Python is  
approximately as long: some 
people will go faster in C#, some 
in Python, it also depends strongly 
on the existing libraries already 
available for the desired model.

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

https://pypi.org/project/memory_profiler)
http://www.fairyengine.com/articles/cppvscsharp.htm)
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Obtained results
Coding time, energy consumption, runtime, & RAM required

PRESENT: COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES

Python is neither eco-friendly nor fast…

100%

250%

98%

32% 47%

100% 100%100%

2,417%

32%

100%

2,290%

Coding time required Energy consumption Runtime RAM
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53

Future

1
Future?

42
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Is Moore’s law “forever dead”?

Ongoing research on:
 Molecular, DNA or Spintronic transistors
 Quantum computing: potential infinite power source?

FUTURE?

IBM Q System One (2019): The first circuit-based commercial quantum computer
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C# vs Python: Insurance market feedback…
… after at least 2 exercises in production

FUTURE?

Performance Who develops? New version releases Code clarity

Very satisfied. IT: actuaries just 
release specs 
and check results. 
Lack of agility.

Very complicated 
(IT & actuaries both 
need to be involved). 
High costs.

Considered as 
complete black box 
by actuaries, Excel 
replication needed.

Slow. Lots of 
cores required to 
reach desired 
performance => 
cumbersome 
and costly.

Actuaries: both 
release the specs 
& code. Provides 
more autonomy, but 
peer review needed.

Quite complicated, 
especially if the person 
who mostly designed 
the model left.

Complicated to read, 
Excel replication needed.
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Milliman Mind: Taking the best of all modeling worlds
FUTURE?

Milliman Mind

Step 1
Design the model in Excel

 Use Mind MM4Excel Add’in extra functions 
to design your model (e.g. SQL-type 
for ETLs, Loops for multidimensional models 
like multi-scenarios, AOS, ESG etc…)

Technical aspect
 SaaS on Azure Cloud: no implementation required
 Just open a browser, type the link, you are 

ready to go
 C# multithreaded & multidimensional engine
 Up to 100x faster runtimes than Excel/VBA

Step 2
Drag&Drop to Milliman Mind

 Automated conversion to C# 
multidimensional models

 Automated results check
 Automated multithreading

Step 3
Setup the production 
process / automate and 
integrate with an API

 Audit trail
 Workflows
 Sign offs

Benefits
 Increase actuaries’ productivity 

(developments & runs)
 Secure & automate calculations
 Gain in agility and governance

1. Design phasis 2. Production phasis
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Milliman Mind
Full integration with Milliman Integrate

FUTURE?

Calculation engine
 Plots/dashboards  Display modes

Upstream data providers
 Policy admin system
 Asset data
 Economic scenarios
 Etc.

Downstream data sinks
 General Ledger
 Etc.

Integrate Cloud Data Lake

Milliman Integrate

Milliman Mind API

Milliman Mind

Milliman Integrate + Milliman Mind
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Actuarial Models: Where does MMind stand?
Coding time, energy consumption, runtime & RAM required

FUTURE?

100%

250%

33%*

100%

2,417%

2,290%

Coding time required Energy consumption Runtime RAM

* Coding time calculated by Milliman based on 1 Cyber Risk Model, 1 Non-Life stochastic cash flow Model and 1 Life cash flow Model. 
** Running Excel code in C# / MMind adds approximately 50% to a native C#-optimized code.. 
*** For models using Loops and RAM release/sequentiality defined by user. MMind uses a C++-type memory storage for big models.

125%

32%

100%

32%

150%**

100%

47%***

100%

47%

98%

IT costs (Servers, Cloud…)Human costs (mostly actuaries)
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Use case example 1: Malaysia
Life

FUTURE?

Context & objectives

Client: Malaysian Life insurer / subsidiary of an international insurer

Model: Life pricing

Objective: The client had a pricing model in Excel/VBA which was difficult to 
maintain and the runtimes were too slow to complete all the required stress tests 
within the client’s timeframes. Also, the risk of error in Excel/VBA was high.

The solution provided: 

 Faster runtimes

 Very quick conversion of the existing model into Milliman Mind

 Ability to integrate in the pricing system

Facts

 2 hours runtime reduced to 
30 minutes

 Conversion performed in just 1 week

 No more complex VBA
Malaysian 
subsidiary of 
an international 
insurer
Life pricing
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Use case example 2: Luxembourg
Non-life

FUTURE?

Context & objectives

Client: Luxembourg Non-Life subsidiary of a worldwide leading bancassurer

Model: Partial Internal Model for Solvency II

Objective: Having a very unique and specific business, the client wanted 
to more closely monitor its underwriting risk. To do this, it built a partial 
internal model in Excel/VBA, for which it needed approval by the local 
regulator. But the runtime was very slow, making it impossible for all the 
scenarios required by the supervisor to be completed in time during the 
internal model approval process.

The main challenges were the following:

 Calibrating the underlying distributions of the model based on the 
client’s own experience

 Running 60k simulations in a reasonable timeframe

 Creating a solution that would satisfy the local regulator and assist 
with obtaining Partial Internal Model approval

 Ensuring model transparency and ease-of-use

Facts

 40 hours runtime reduced to 
10 minutes

 2 Excel/VBA models (risk calibration 
then Monte Carlo simulations) 
converted to 1 powerful Milliman 
Mind project

 Regulatory requests answered 
on time / up to 1m simulations to 
check model stability / the model 
was approved

Subsidiary 
of a Leading 
Bancassurer
Using Milliman Mind to 
manage to get approval on 
its partial internal model
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Use case example 3: European Union
Reinsurance

FUTURE?

Context & objectives

Client: Leading worldwide Life reinsurer

Model: Reserving of Non-Seriatim treaties Multi-GAAP & closing of accounts

Objective: The client wanted to perform daily full projections in all GAAPS 
(local, IFRS 17, IFRS 4, Solvency II…) of its whole portfolio of non seriatim 
treaties and provide its employees with dashboards showing the daily major 
changes & impacts on the business.

They also wanted a multi-layer validation architecture which enables 
actuaries to validate the projections performed.

The generated projections are then uploaded within the different IT systems.

The key goals were: 

 All GAAPs & profit-sharing calculations performed in one single tool

 Fully automated & integrated process, yet with the ability for users to 
perform adjustments at any step

 Integrated & comprehensive dashboards

 Sensitivity analysis

 Analysis of change 

 Full retrocession projections & consolidation

Facts

 Full reserving process runs 
automatically each night and 
provides a complete dashboard 
to >60 users each morning

 Complete workflow with multi-layer 
controls & sign offs

 All models centralized 
and automatically consolidated 
(including retrocession)

Leading
worldwide
reinsurer
Reserving of
Non-Seriatim treaties
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Use case example 4: United States
ERM

FUTURE?

Context & objectives

Client: Provider of Cyber Risk solutions

Model: Cyber Risk

Objective: The goal was to develop a cyber risk web application and put it 
to the market as quickly as possible.

This stochastic model would have to include data analytics, and in 
particular to perform automated sentiment analysis, crawling the web and 
analyzing the Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn discussions.

Milliman Mind provided to the solution: 

 A native stochastic/scenarios feature

 An integrated dashboard with data analytics graphs

 Integration of complex sentiment analysis algorithms using the built-in 
C# coding feature

Facts

 The provider mentioned building the 
solution in Milliman Mind enabled 
completion 6* faster than if coding it 
from scratch.

 The client could go to the market in 
just a few  months with a fully 
professional-looking solution.

Building of 
a cyber risk 
Application
ERM / Cyber risk
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Q&A

5
Question 
and answer

31 42



Thank you
Pierre Miehe
pierre.miehe@milliman.com
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